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Abstract
Molecular dynamics simulation is used to study argon ion bombardment of an initially perfect silicon crystal up to
its damaged state at a total ﬂuence of 4 · 1014 impacts/cm2 . Lower and higher energy processes are considered: one
process with ions at 500 eV and another process with ions at 700 eV, which are like those used in a particular microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication technique. These energies are intermediate relative to most previous
silicon ion bombardment studies, higher than those typically used in ion-assisted deposition and lower than in typical
ion implantation. In all, up to 118 impacts are simulated in a 5.43 by 5.43 nm periodically replicated cell of a target
(0 0 1) surface of silicon. After an impact, the material is cooled slowly to 77 K by a process that models thermal
conduction in to the bulk target material. It is assumed that defects are immobile at this temperature and that no further
structural relaxation occurs before the next impact. Multiple simulations of more than 100 ion impacts are conducted
for both ion energies and averaged to converge statistical descriptions of structural evolution and sputtering. Surface
roughening is observed with increase in ion ﬂuence. Damage throughout the sample is studied using a planar radial
distribution function. Using a crystallinity measure based on this function, it is found that the damage region extends
2.2 nm into the material for 500 eV ions and 3.0 nm for 700 eV ions after 80 impacts. The damaged region is separated
from deeper, undamaged crystal by a nearly ﬂat interface. Sputter yields are in reasonable agreement with experimental
data, reaching nearly steady rates of 0.5 and 0.7 sputtered atoms per incident argon atom for the 500 and 700 eV cases,
respectively. For the number of ions considered, implanted argons do not signiﬁcantly aﬀect Si sputtering.
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1. Introduction and background
Chemically neutral ion beam machining of silicon MEMS devices has recently been demonstrated as a useful and eﬃcient process to tailor
the residual stress distribution in free-standing
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thin-ﬁlm structures [1]. The ion kinetic energies
used in this procedure (500 eV) are higher than
those used in most mild surface modiﬁcation or
deposition processes but signiﬁcantly lower than
those typically used in ion implantation. Its purpose is to damage the silicon in a way that creates
a residual stress that alters the mean curvature of
the ﬁlm. However, the eﬀects of the process on
near-surface atomic structure and sputtering of
silicon atoms are not understood in detail. The
process is intended to tailor the properties of a
structure used for optical purposes, so the nearsurface structure and crystalline quality is particularly important to understand. Material removal
is also an important feature of the process, so it is
critical to understand sputtering behavior for the
process. In this work molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation is used to study these issues.
Several diﬀerent methods for simulating ion
bombardment are reported in the literature, not all
of which are suitable for the study of multi-impact
structure and sputtering behavior. If the objective
is only to study the annealed damage pattern of a
single impact, then the dynamics of the collision
itself can be omitted from the simulation [2,3]. In
such an approach, approximations to the damage
of interest are inserted into the lattice and equilibrated and then often annealed using MD. Another approach is the ‘‘knock-on’’ atom method
[4]. Here, too, the ion itself is not directly simulated; instead a surface atom is simply assigned a
velocity corresponding to a direct impact with the
incident ion. This method is used to track the
dynamics of the collision cascade. For 5 keV
energies, Dıaz de la Rubia and Gilmer [4] demonstrate that defect production and structural
transformations can be investigated using knockon atoms, but it is not clear how well such an
approach would represent the details of multiple
ion impacts. In this study a more direct approach
is pursued, whereby an ion is explicitly included in
the simulation with an appropriate potential governing its interactions with silicon as in [5].
Ion bombardment or ion processing is used in
several applications including plasma-vapor
deposition [6], dopant insertion [7] and amorphization or crystallization [8]. Most applications use
either low ion energies, with kinetic energy of

200 eV or less, or high energies between 1 and
100 keV, though some reach as high as 1 MeV, and
these energies have received the greatest attention
in the literature. Relatively little work has been
done in the 500 eV to 1 keV energy range. It is not
well understood, for example, how near-surface
damage evolves as a function of ﬂuence. It is also
unclear how sputter yields in this energy range
change as the initially undamaged surface gradually evolves into a fully rough surface during ion
bombardment.
Work on low energy ion irradiation generally
focuses on sputtering rates [6,9–11], surface damage and defects [12,13], or deposition of ions on
the surface [6,10,13,14]. In several studies [6,9,10],
passivated silicon is bombarded with 25–200 eV
ions and computed sputtering rates are in reasonable agreement with experiments. It is typically
found that higher argon ﬂuence increases the Si
sputter yield and that sputter yield is insensitive to
temperature. Silicon sputtering is analyzed by
Rubio et al. [15] for 1 keV ion energy ranges, and it
is found that sputter yield increases with argon
content, though in this work ions are inserted directly rather than embedded dynamically. They
conclude that sputtering is more likely on surfaces
above locally high argon concentrations, which is
also examined in the present work at ﬂuence levels
of interest here.
Other studies at higher energies examine damage and recrystallization. Dıaz de la Rubia and
Gilmer [4] and Caturla et al. [16] study the single
impact damage cascade for 1–15 keV bombardment of silicon and report that this region has a
structure that most closely resembles quenched
liquid silicon. The amorphous region generated by
bombardment can be recrystallized by short
annealing sessions at high temperatures leaving
only point defects [16]. Explicit simulations are
computationally costly for energies greater than
1 MeV, but the eﬀects of ion bombardment at
these high energies have been studied by inserting
the damage [2,17] or by only simulating secondary
cascades [18,19].
The eﬀect of kinetic relaxation on statistical
structure and sputtering trends is a critical issue
but is diﬃcult to directly resolve using molecular
dynamics. Molecular dynamics simulations are
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typically limited to overall simulation times on the
order of nanoseconds due to computational expense. However, for a small (nm2 ) element of
surface, whose atoms’ trajectories can be tracked
in a simulation, there is well over 1 ls between
impacts in typical applications. Between impacts,
annealing may occur over time spans that are too
long to be explicitly represented in MD simulations. There is experimental evidence that vacancies and interstitials are activated at relatively low
temperatures (150 K), so annealing should be expected [20,21], though most of it will surely occur
in the ﬁrst few picoseconds following the impact,
when the material is still locally hot from the ion’s
energy. In their study of sputtering behavior due to
multiple oﬀ-normal incidence impacts, Haddeman
and Thijsse [11] neglect any long-time structural
relaxation between impacts. In the present work
this issue is handled by explicitly simulating cooling to a low ambient temperature at which defects
are thought to be mobile. The technique is described along with the basic simulation methodology in the following section, which is followed in
turn by a discussion of simulation results.

2. Simulation methodology
Stillinger–Weber potential [22] is used to model
silicon–silicon interactions and Moliere potential
[23,24] is used to model argon–silicon and argon–
argon interactions. The Moliere potential is a
common choice in ion impact studies [5,6,10,11,
25]. Its functional form is


q2 n
r
r
0:35 exp  0:3 þ 0:55exp  1:2
a
a
r

r o
þ 0:10exp  6:0
;
ð1Þ
a

U ¼ Zi Zj

where Zi and Zj are atomic numbers of the ith and
jth atoms, q is the electron charge, r is the distance
between atoms and a is the Firsov screening length
[5],
1=2

a ¼ 0:885a0 ðZi

1=2 2=3

þ Zj Þ

;

ð2Þ

in which a0 is the Bohr radius. The attractive part
of the argon–argon and argon–silicon interactions
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can be assumed to be small and may be neglected
because the primary purpose of argon atoms is to
transfer energy and momentum, but not to participate in chemical bonding [25]. Hence a purely
repulsive Moliere potential is used. The velocityVerlet algorithm is used to integrate the equations
of motion to track the atomic trajectories. The
numerical time step is Dt ¼ 0:25 fs, except during
the initial stages of the ion impact when Dt is reduced to 0.1 fs in order to resolve the initial collisions. It was veriﬁed directly that this is suﬃcient
by comparing results to simulations with even
shorter time steps.
To control temperature, at each time step the
velocities are rescaled according to [26]
V ¼ kV ;


1=2
Dt T0
;
k¼ 1þ
1
s T

ð3Þ

where V is the velocity, k is the rescaling factor, Dt
is the numerical time step size, s parameterizes the
strength of the thermostat, T0 is the target temperature and T is the current temperature. Because
this thermostat does not correspond to any physical process, it is only used for certain periods and
on certain atoms during the course of the simulation. Where and when this thermostat is applied is
described in the following discussion of the simulation procedure.
For all simulation presented in this paper, the
sample material is modeled by a periodically repeated 5.43 nm · 5.43 nm · 5.43 nm cube consisting of 8000 silicon atoms as shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The transverse box size is selected so that
there are no perceived eﬀects of the x and y periodic boundary conditions. The (0 0 1) surface is
exposed to vacuum on the top and 200 atoms in
the bottom plane are held ﬁxed to maintain the
position of the sample. During an impact, the
thermostat is applied only to the bottom two silicon crystallographic unit cells (1 nm) to model
cooling by thermal conduction into the sample.
The extent of the crystal in z is set so that these
thermostated planes are far from the impact area
and thus do not directly aﬀect the damaged regions. The x and y position of each argon atom is
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Fig. 1. Simulation schematic.

randomly selected before its velocity is set for
normal incidence impact.
A representative ion impact event is described
here using the mean temperature history plotted in
Fig. 2 to mark signiﬁcant events during its impact.
The simulation begins with the thermostat applied
to all atoms to equilibrate the target material to
77 K. When this temperature is reached (a in the
ﬁgure), the ﬁrst argon ion is assigned a velocity
normal to the surface of the silicon and is included
in the temperature average. This causes the spike
in temperature seen at point b in the ﬁgure. Once

the argon hits the surface, the mean temperature
decreases (c in the ﬁgure) and the thermostat is
activated at the bottom of the domain. The sample
then slowly cools back to 77 K. This temperature
is chosen because it is experimentally realizable
and because it is reported that for temperatures
less than 150 K defects are eﬀectively immobile
[20,21]. Partyka et al. [21] show that thermally
activated motion of interstitials can happen at
temperatures as low as 150 K, with vacancy
motion beginning above 175 K. Based on this
observation, it is assumed that once the system has
cooled to 77 K, thermally activated processes will
be limited so no signiﬁcant changes are expected.
Thus, it is assumed here that no further structural
changes occur in the greater than 1 ls between
impacts in this 5.43 nm · 5.43 nm section of the
sample. When the target temperature of 77 K is
reached (d in the ﬁgure) the system is quenched to
4 K (e in the ﬁgure) to freeze the damage in the
system, allowing for a stress analysis. The entire
process is then repeated with the next ion.

3. Results and discussion
Two separate sets of simulations are discussed
here, one with ion velocities corresponding to 500
eV and the other with incident ions at 700 eV, both
at normal incidence. For the 500 and 700 eV
energies, 8 and 7 cases are run, respectively, for a
total of 15 simulations. These multiple ensembles
are used to converge statistics. For each case the
initial velocities of the silicon atoms and the
positions of the argon are randomly selected.
Some of the results reported below represent data
that are averaged over these ensembles, while
other data, as noted, represent individual cases.
3.1. Structure

Fig. 2. Temperature proﬁle versus time for one ion impact on
the silicon surface.

3.1.1. Structural evolution through damage and
defects
Upon ion bombardment, crystalline defects are
introduced into the diamond cubic structure.
Though some are immediately annihilated, the
defects increase in number with ion ﬂuence, leading to a highly damaged system. The damaged
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state may be viewed as a crystalline system containing a complex combination of vacancies and
interstitials near the regions of ion impact. The
regions nearest the ion impacts only resemble
crystals with point defects for the very smallest
ﬂuences, however. The defects created near the end
of each cascade, where the incident kinetic energy
is lowest, better exhibit qualities of simple vacancy–interstitial pairs, but with an occasional
extra vacancy or interstitial.
Fig. 3 shows the damage evolution for the 500
eV case as a series of side view [0 1 0] images, where
the surface normal to the incident ion direction is
[0 0 1]. After two incident ions, defects are found
near the surface of the crystal. As the number of
implanted ions increases, the damage to the sur-
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face becomes more pronounced until after 20 ions
the entire original surface has been damaged. As
more ions bombard the surface the depth of
the damage increases. Point defects are found in
the lower portion of the system where the material remains essentially crystalline. Finally after
80 ions, corresponding to a ﬂuence of nearly 3.0 ·
1014 ions/cm2 , a well deﬁned damaged region exists
in the top 2–3 nm of the sample with a relatively ﬂat interface between it and the crystal
below.
The damage evolution process is similar for the
700 eV case. For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the
damage after 80 ions for both the 500 and 700 eV
cases. The 500 eV case has a more clearly deﬁned
interface; the interface between damaged and

Fig. 3. Damage evolution for argon ion energy of 500 eV. Blue denotes silicon, argon is red.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of damage after 80 ions for the 500 and 700 eV cases. Blue denotes silicon, argon is red. The number of argon
atoms present in a layer of 0.2 nm, averaged over 8 and 5 separate randomized cases for 500 and 700 eV ion energies, respectively, is
shown as a function of depth from surface on the right. The distribution of argon atoms peaks at a depth from surface.

crystalline regions of the 700 eV case is more diffuse. The damaged region in the 700 eV case
penetrates deeper into the crystal with more defects located in the crystalline region. Structure as
a function of depth is discussed in the following
section. In both the 500 eV case and the 700 eV
case the argon atoms are largely contained in the
damaged layer, while some penetrate into the

crystalline region. But the maximum argon concentration occurs closer to the surface in the 500
eV case than in the 700 eV case, as shown in Fig. 4.
In both cases few argon atoms are present in the
top 0.8–1 nm, as argon atoms near the surface
escape during the short annealing stage between
ion impacts. In both cases the surface of the silicon
roughens considerably.
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3.1.2. Planar radial distribution function
To quantify the structure and its evolution, a
planar radial distribution function is calculated in
x–y layers parallel to the free surface. The probability gðrÞ of ﬁnding a pair of atoms a distance r
apart, relative to the probability expected for a
completely random distribution at the same density, is given by
*
+
A XX
gðrÞ ¼
dðr  rij Þ ;
ð4Þ
Nl i j6¼i
where A is the area of the layer, Nl is the number of
atoms per layer l and rij is the projection to the x–y
plane of the vector ri  rj that joins the atoms with
position vectors ri and rj . The angular brackets
indicate an average over all atoms in the layer.
The planar radial distribution function is calculated using a histogram or binning [27] based
on counting the number of atoms j in the kth bin
from atom i, so that the distribution function is
given by


A hk rij : Dr
gðrÞ ¼
;
ð5Þ
Nl 2prDrt
such that
ð6Þ

r ¼ ðk  1ÞDr

ð7Þ

and
Nv
;
t

face representing relatively damaged and
crystalline regions and a layer in between.
The periodic crystalline structure evident in the
bottom of Fig. 5 is not as pronounced at depth of
2 nm and is virtually absent at a depth of 1 nm
from the free surface. The damaged region has a
liquid-like gðrÞ [27] that indicates an amorphous or
non-periodic structure. This is consistent with
some previous experimental work, which shows
that pure amorphous silicon can be created to a
depth of 8 lm by self-bombardment at 17 MeV
[28]. More kinetic energy is deposited in the system
in that case, but local amorphization may be
occurring here at smaller energies.
3.1.3. Degree of crystallinity
The planar radial distribution function determined in the previous section is used to calculate a
measure of crystallinity. This analysis is similar to
the calculation of a crystallographic static structure factor. In order to deﬁne a measure of crystallinity, the Fourier sine transform F S ðkÞ of
ðgðrÞ  1Þ is calculated using
Z 1
F S ðkÞ ¼
ðgðrÞ  1Þ sinð2pkrÞ dr;
ð9Þ
0

ðk  1ÞDr 6 jrij j < kDr;

Nl ¼
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ð8Þ

where r is the planar distance from atom i to the
kth bin (7), Dr is the bin size and Nv is the number
of atoms contained in a volume described by layer
area A and thickness t in a direction perpendicular
to layer area. The function hk ðrij : DrÞ is deﬁned as
the number of atoms j in the kth bin from atom i.
A layer thickness of 0.2 nm was used in calculating
gðrÞ.
The planar radial distribution function, gðrÞ, is
used to probe the structure at various depths in the
material to quantify the damage and its evolution.
Fig. 5 shows the planar radial distribution function for the 500 eV ion energy case, averaged over
8 separate randomized cases, for layers corresponding to 1, 2 and 4 nm from the original sur-

where k is the wave vector.
The degree of crystallinity, v, is then deﬁned by
 Z kmax



1 S
ð10Þ
v ¼ Aq2D 
F ðkÞ dk ;
k
0
where q2D is the planar number density, kmax is the
wave vector at which jF S ðkÞj is maximum and A is
a normalization constant which ensures that
crystalline material has a value of v equal to 1. By
this deﬁnition, a liquid-like radial distribution
function has v close to 0.
Figs. 6 and 7 show evolution of crystallinity as
the ion bombardment process progresses for individual 500 and 700 eV cases, respectively. From
these ﬁgures, it can be seen that material near the
surface is essentially amorphous at ﬂuences as low
as about 1 · 1014 ions/cm2 for the both the 500 eV
case and the 700 eV case. In the transformation
from crystalline to amorphous Si, a plateau region
between v ¼ 0:2 and v ¼ 0:25 is observed in both
cases. The plateau indicates a persistence of
structure in the transformation process. While
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Fig. 5. Planar radial distribution as a function of radial distance after ﬂuence of 2.07 · 1014 ions/cm2 (61 ions) for the 500 eV case. Data
presented here are averaged over 8 separate randomized cases. The layers correspond to planes at depths of 1, 2 and 4 nm, and are
indicative of damaged, interface and crystalline regions, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Plot of crystallinity with respect to argon ﬂuence at three depths from the surface for the 500 eV case.
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Fig. 7. Plot of crystallinity with respect to argon ﬂuence at three depths from the surface for the 700 eV case.
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Fig. 8. Variation of crystallinity with respect to ion ﬂuence (500 eV case). Data presented here are averaged over 8 separate randomized cases each with ﬂuences up to more than 2 · 1014 ions/cm2 .

similar plateaus in the time evolution of potential
energy per atom due to interaction of interstitial–
vacancy pairs are reported by Marques et al. in
[29], there is no direct evidence that this is the case

here. While Figs. 6 and 7 show results for individual representative 500 and 700 eV cases, Figs. 8
and 9 show crystallinity plots over an average of
8 and 5 cases of 500 and 700 eV ions, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Contour plot of variation of crystallinity with respect to ion ﬂuence. Data presented here are averaged over 8 and 5 separate
cases for 500 and 700 eV ion energies, respectively.

The plateau region is mostly obscured when the
data are averaged over multiple cases. Fig. 10
shows a contour plot of variation of crystallinity,
averaged over 5 cases of 700 eV ions. The diﬀer-

ence between Fig. 10(a) and (b) illustrates the
relative ﬂatness of the amorphous/crystalline
interface region of the 500 eV case compared to the
700 eV case.
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3.1.4. Surface structure
The surface of crystalline silicon roughens under ion bombardment. The process of surface
roughening is illustrated in Fig. 11 where color
indicates the height of the atoms with red being
above the original surface and dark blue indicating
a depth of 1 nm below the original surface. The
ﬁrst image (a) shows the surface after just one
impact, which leaves a small depression in the
surface. The second ﬁgure (b) shows the conﬁguration after 10 ions have impacted the surface.
There is still some local order remaining near the
upper-right and lower-left edges. The surface
completely roughens over the next 10 ions and
continues to change with additional ion impacts.
An example of the fully roughened surface is given
in (c) showing the surface after 50 ion impacts. The
green areas indicate valleys and red indicates
positions above the original surface height. This
process is evidence of the incipient surface instability that leads to rippling and nanostructure
formation in ion bombarded silicon. As the initial
roughness forms, the well-known local angle
dependence of the sputter yield renders the surface
unstable.
3.2. Sputtering
Upon bombardment by argon ions, near-surface silicon atoms receiving suﬃcient energy are
sputtered. Sputtering and implantation data are
shown in Fig. 12 for ﬂuences up to 4.0 · 1014 ions/
cm2 for individual cases of 500 and 700 eV each.
The bursts that appear in individual cases (for
example, at ion 80 in Fig. 12) are smoothed out
when the data is averaged over randomized cases.
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Approximately one argon ion is implanted into the
silicon for each argon ion incident on the surface
for the 700 eV case. The rate of implantation for
the 700 eV case is slightly higher than that of the
500 eV case, in which roughly 4 out of every 5
incident argon ions are successfully implanted. In
the 500 eV case the silicon is sputtered away at a
rate of 1 silicon atom for every 2 argon ions inserted. The sputtering rate is slightly higher for the
700 eV case as would be expected since more energy is deposited into the system. The data shown
in Fig. 12 demonstrate the observation that at
higher ﬂuences there is much more variability in
sputter behavior. For example, for ﬂuences of
more than 2.5 · 1014 ions/cm2 , there is a series of
signiﬁcant jumps in the sputtered silicon and implanted argon counts. These features are not seen
at low ﬂuences when the system is still predominantly uniform and crystalline. Thus, sputtering
behavior can only be properly accounted for when
the target material has reached a steady state
damaged structure.
3.2.1. Average sputter yield
The sputter yield is deﬁned as the average
number of silicon atoms sputtered per argon ion
inserted into the system. Fig. 13 shows the sputter
yields for the averaged 500 and 700 eV cases. The
700 eV case shows an average yield of 0.67 while
the 500 eV case shows an average yield of 0.49.
Haddeman and Thijsse [11] compare the computed
sputter yield for Stillinger–Weber silicon bombarded by argon ions to experimental data for a
range of energies. For normal incidence at 500 eV
they report a sputter yield of 0.45 that decreases
with increasing ﬂuence, while the experimental

Fig. 11. The process of surface roughening. (a) Surface after 1 ion impact. (b) Surface after 10 ions impacts. (c) Sample of fully
roughened surface. The colors indicate the height of the atoms, with red indicating a small distance above the original surface and dark
blue indicating 1 nm below the original surface.
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Fig. 12. Sputtering rates of silicon and argon for a case at each incident energy. There are signiﬁcant jumps in the number of argon
implanted and the number of silicon sputtered after ﬂuences of 2.5 · 1014 ions/cm2 .

sputter yield [30] is constant at 0.68. The average
sputter yield obtained from Fig. 13 exceeds the
Haddeman and Thijsse [11] result by only 8%.
However Haddeman and Thijsse consider ﬂuences
on the order of 1015 ions/cm2 while the largest
ﬂuence considered in this study is approximately
5 · 1014 ions/cm2 . If the trend of decreasing sputter
yield observed in [9] is obtained by the present
approach for larger ﬂuences the resulting sputter
yields would be in better agreement. The diﬀerence
between experimental sputter yields and simulated
Stillinger–Weber values has been shown before [9].
It should also be noted that in both the 500 eV
case and the 700 eV cases there is an initial transient trend toward higher instantaneous sputter
yield, by as much as 20% in both cases. Discounting the ﬁrst instantaneous sputter count, the
instantaneous sputter yield increases monotonically until about 5 · 1013 ions/cm2 , approximately
doubling, before decreasing to the steady state
value.
3.2.2. Sputter bursts at high argon ﬂuence
A typical ion impact does not sputter any silicon atoms. However, it is not uncommon for a
single impact to sputter three or even more silicon

atoms. Incident argon also typically sputters already-implanted argon in combinations of as
many as three or more atoms at once. This
observation is of interest because higher local
concentration of argon might be expected to correlate with more signiﬁcant individual sputtering
events [15]. In this case the 700 eV argon energy
case is considered since the sputtering rate is
slightly higher than at 500 eV, and only one case is
considered in order to retain features of the individual sequence of sputter events.
Fig. 14 shows a parametric plot in which both
implanted argon and total sputter yield are
dependent variables, while time (ﬂuence) proceeds
along the curve from left to right. Thus, bursts in
sputtering are indicated by jumps up (due to bursts
of silicon sputtering) or jumps left (due to loss of
Argon at the surface). The vertical magnitude of
the jumps in the plot generally decreases with
increasing ﬂuence, because the total sputter yield is
less aﬀected by individual events at larger total
ﬂuences. But there are several large burst events
even at ﬂuences of more than 2 · 1014 ions/cm2 .
The number of implanted argon is aﬀected by two
large burst events that shift the curve left. The
total sputter yield averages approximately 0.7–0.8,
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Fig. 13. Sputter yield as a function of ﬂuence. Yield has been averaged over 8 separate randomized cases seeds for 500 eV incident ion
energy and 5 separate randomized cases for 700 eV incident ion energy.
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Fig. 14. Parametric plot of 700 eV sputtering, with both sputter yield and number of implanted argon as dependent variables. Time or
total ﬂuence proceeds from left to right. The end of the curve corresponds to 118 total impacts or a ﬂuence of 4 · 1014 ions/cm2 .

and declines steadily between sputter burst events.
This observation can be interpreted as a type of
surface instability. Most implantation events take
place without any resulting sputtering. Often three
to ﬁve ions are implanted consecutively without

any sputtering, during which time the surface
evolves into a less stable structure as a result of
accumulating damage that is not quite suﬃcient to
sputter any atoms. Then a sputter burst occurs,
resetting the surface in a more stable conﬁguration
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before the process is repeated. However, despite
the evidence for this mechanism, the data show no
apparent correlation between the number of atoms
sputtered per ion and the number of argon atoms
located under the impact. This contradicts the
ﬁndings of Rubio et al. [15] who show an increase
in the number of atoms sputtered per ion with an
increase in ﬂuence and also link increases in
sputtering to the amount of argon beneath the
impact area. However, Rubio et al. consider systems with 10% and 22% argon, whereas in this
study there is only 2% argon present even at the
largest ﬂuence. Thus, it is concluded here that at
low levels of ﬂuence the argon content has no eﬀect
on sputtering but as ﬂuence increases some individual impact events may sputter more atoms due
to the larger local argon content. This process
occurs by the sputter burst mechanism shown in
Fig. 14, in which the increasingly unstable surface
is periodically reset by bursts in the number of
atoms sputtered away.

Collisions with the argon lead to sputtering of
the silicon. Sputter yields or rates are higher at 700
eV incident energy than at 500 eV incident energy.
In both cases, there is an initial transient behavior
that shows sputter yields up to 20% higher than
the steady state values of 0.7 (atoms sputtered per
impact) for the 700 eV case and 0.5 for the 500 eV
case. As sputtering proceeds the average sputter
yield remains steady. But at higher ﬂuences, the
sputtering proceeds in short bursts of up to three
or more sputtered atoms; between these bursts the
incident ions have little sputtering eﬀect on the
surface. Local implanted argon concentration is
found to have little eﬀect on the silicon sputtering
behavior.
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4. Conclusions
From a structural perspective, an initially clean
(0 0 1) silicon surface roughens completely under
ion bombardment after a total ﬂuence of only
approximately 1 · 1014 ions/cm2 . Damage within
the bulk is characterized using a measure of crystallinity derived from a planar radial distribution
function. By this measure, the region within about
1.5 nm of the free surface is essentially amorphous
at ﬂuences on the order of 1 · 1014 ions/cm2 . Only
3–4 nm below the surface, depending on the incident ion kinetic energy, the material is mostly defect free and crystalline, with small clusters of
vacancy–interstitial complexes near the ends of the
damage cascades.
Nearly all of the incident argon ions, modeled
using a Moliere type potential for interactions
with silicon, are implanted. The argon ions not
implanted signiﬁcantly deeper than 1 nm are
eventually annealed out at the free surface. In the
500 eV case, the implanted argon is nearly completely localized in the damaged or amorphous
layer. In the 700 eV, signiﬁcantly more argon ions
penetrate into the crystalline material below.
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